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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This work focuses on two case studies and attempts to elucidate the dynamic interaction between feedback control and safety systems in the context of both model-based and classical control systems. In the first case study, the interaction of a model predictive control (MPC) system with a safety system is studied in the context of the methyl isocyanate (MIC) hydrolysis reaction in a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) to avoid thermal runaway. We develop a specific action for the MPC to take when the safety system is activated due to significant feed disturbances that lead to thermal runaway conditions. In the second case study, we focus on a high-pressure flash drum separator for which the temperature, level, and pressure can be regulated using proportional-integral (PI) controllers. Using a large-scale dynamic process simulator, we demonstrate that modifying the tuning parameters of one of these PI controllers based on the safety system being on or off leads to improved closed-loop performance compared to the case in which the tuning parameters of the PI controller remain the same regardless of the state of the safety system.

© 2018 Institution of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The continued occurrence of incidents in the chemical process industries, despite efforts to prevent them (Center for Chemical Process Safety, 2008; AIChE, 1994a,b), is a testament to the need for continued work focused on enhancing process operational safety to protect human lives and the environment (Smith et al., 2003). Several recent works have proposed a systems perspective to process safety (e.g., Leveson and Stephanopoulos, 2014; Venkatasubramanian, 2011; Mannan et al., 2015; Albalawi et al., 2016) which encourages engineers to consider process incidents as events that occur due to a migration of the process state, over time, to conditions at which an accident may occur (this may be applicable, for example, in the case of reactor thermal runaway). Traditional approaches to process safety like process design modifications neglect important aspects impacting process operational safety, such as multivariable interactions of process components and variables, limited control system authority due to limitations on the capacity of control actuators, and the manner in which the safety or relief system response may impact the effectiveness of the process control system (Wang et al., 2016; Leveson and Stephanopoulos, 2014). Accounting for such aspects in the control and safety system designs can be crucial to ensuring process operational safety.
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Some of these issues, such as interactions between process states, can be accounted for using the optimization-based industrial feedback control design termed model predictive control (MPC), which utilizes a process dynamic model to make state predictions that are used in selecting optimal control actions with respect to an objective function (Qin and Badgwell, 2003; Ellis et al., 2014, 2016, 2017; Morari and Lee, 1999; Mayne et al., 2000; Rawlings, 2000; Christofides et al., 2013). In addition, MPC may be augmented with state constraints to limit excursions of the process state into unsafe regions of state-space. However, no MPC design has yet been developed that can account for the activation of the safety system when the process state enters an unsafe operating region due to equipment faults or disturbances. Overall, coordinating the control and safety systems so that the triggering conditions for the elements of the safety system (e.g., alarms, pressure relief devices, and emergency shutdown systems) account for control actuator limitations, and the control system actions account for the activation of the safety system, would represent a significant paradigm shift in both control and safety system design that has the potential to save lives and protect the environment. In California, there have been several high-profile accidents including one in an Exxon refinery in Torrance, Los Angeles in 2015. In this accident, due to malfunction of the emergency systems, major flammable vapor leaks occurred from a pipe at the fluidized catalytic cracker unit that sent thousands to the hospital; this is the type of accident that could have been prevented with coordination of the process control and emergency safety systems such that the control system could safely operate the plant in a limited operation regime until the emergency system was brought back on-line (Marsh, 2016). A critical aspect of any coordination of the control and safety systems is that these systems must remain independent so that failure of one system does not result in failure of the other.

Several works have looked at coordinating control with safety considerations. For example, thresholds on a recently developed state-based Safeness Index (Albalawi et al., 2017) may be incorporated as triggers for safety system activation that allow the safety system to be aware of system-level safety considerations; the same metric, with different thresholds, can be utilized in MPC design to provide some coordination between the designs. Control designs (Mhaskar et al., 2013; Mhaskar, 2006; Lao et al., 2013; Kettunen et al., 2008; Prakash et al., 2002; Be and Johansen, 2014; Xue and El-Farra, 2016; Allen and El-Farra, 2017) have been developed that can handle safety in the sense of faults (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003; Çinar et al., 2007; Gajjar and Palazoglu, 2016); however, these methods do not address safety system actions in control. Therefore, the development of systematic methods for coordinating control and safety systems poses fundamental challenges; for example, control/safety system logic should be developed to directly account for the impact of discrete safety system actions (like on/off behavior of relief valves) on MPC decision-making to ensure operational safety while achieving desired economic performance. In addition, even the tuning of classical control systems like proportional-integral-derivative control systems should account for the on/off state of safety systems as it impacts significantly the overall process dynamics.

Motivated by the above considerations, in the present work, we investigate how the activation of the safety system should be accounted for in the context of feedback controller design and implementation because the actions of the safety system change the process dynamics, and thus, they should be accounted for in the calculation of the feedback controller actions. Specifically, we focus on two industrially-important (from a safety point of view) case studies, a chemical reactor and a flash drum, and analyze the interaction of the control and safety systems both in the case where a model predictive control (MPC) design is employed (chemical reactor example) and in the case where a proportional-integral (PI) control design (flash drum example) is used. The paper is structured as follows: to demonstrate for the first time the integration of MPC with safety system activation, we first focus on the methyl isocyanate (MIC) hydrolysis reaction in a CSTR subject to disturbances that lead to reactor thermal runaway and demonstrate how the safety and control systems can work together to avoid thermal runaway. Secondly, we focus on valve malfunction for a flash drum to demonstrate that modifying the tuning parameters of a PI controller based on the safety system being on or off leads to improved closed-loop performance compared to the case in which the tuning parameters of the PI controller remain the same regardless of the state of the safety system.

2. Integration of safety and control systems: MIC reaction in a CSTR case study

The first case study is the methyl isocyanate (MIC) hydrolysis reaction in a CSTR (Ball, 2011), where MIC is the principal chemical involved in the Bhopal disaster. In this case study, we will seek to coordinate an MPC formulation (for this example, a specific MPC formulation known as Lyapunov-based MPC (Mhaskar et al., 2006) will be utilized to control the process) with the safety system. This section describes the MIC hydrolysis process. Section 3 describes the LMPC utilized to control the process, and the results obtained under disturbances without the safety system activated. Section 4 completes the discussion by developing a safety system for this example and a methodology for its interaction with the LMPC to enhance process operational safety.

The exothermic hydrolysis reaction of methyl isocyanate to the corresponding amine and carbon dioxide is given as follows:

\[ \text{CH}_3\text{NCO}_0 + \text{H}_2\text{O}_0 \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2(aq) + \text{CO}_2(aq) \]

By applying mass and energy balances, the dynamic model of the process can be described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dC_A}{dt} &= \frac{-E_a}{RT} C_A + f(C_{AG} - C_A) \\
\frac{dC_F}{dt} &= \left(-\Delta H \right) m_{in} \frac{E_a}{RT} C_A + fC_F(T_0 - T) - L(T - T_f)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C_A\) is the concentration of MIC in the reactor in units of mol/kg, \( m\) is the total mass of the mixture in the reactor, and \( T\) is the temperature of the reactor. The concentration of reactant MIC in the feed and the feed temperature are denoted by \( C_{AG}\) and \( T_0\), respectively. The flow rates of both the CSTR feed and outlet streams are denoted by \( F\). The reacting liquid has a constant heat capacity of \( C_p\), \( k_B\), \( E_a\) and \( \Delta H\) are the reaction pre-exponential factor, activation energy and the enthalpy of the reaction, respectively. The CSTR is equipped with a cooling jacket, for which the heat transfer coefficient is denoted by \( L\), and the temperature of the cooling jacket is denoted by \( T_f\). The reactor is simulated at the conditions reported for the Bhopal
catastrophe (Toro et al., 2016). Process parameter values are listed in Table 1. It is noted that the simulations of this process will assume that liquid in the CSTR can vaporize; we will continue to utilize Eq. (1) even when vaporization of liquid occurs because this allows key aspects of our proposed method for integrating the safety system and MPC to be explored despite the modeling approximation.

### 3. LMPC design and thermal runaway

#### 3.1. LMPC design

The CSTR is initially operated at the steady-state MIC concentration and temperature of \([C_A, T] = \{10.1767 \text{ mol/kg, 305.1881 K}\}\), with steady-state jacket temperature \(T_j = 293.15\) K. The control objective is to stabilize the states of the reactor at their steady-state values by adjusting the manipulated input (the cooling jacket temperature \(T_j\)) subject to the bounds \(280 \text{ K} < T_j < 300\) K. The states and the input of the closed-loop process will be represented in deviation variable form from this steady-state as \(x = \begin{bmatrix} C_A - C_{A_0} \ T - T_s \ u - T_j \end{bmatrix}\), so that it is desired to drive \(x\) and \(u\) to the origin. In this notation, the system of Eq. (1) can be written in the form of \(\dot{x} = f(x) + g(x)u\), where \(f(x)\) and \(g(x)\) are nonlinear vector functions of the process state vector. We first design an LMPC to control the process. LMPC is an MPC formulation that utilizes stability constraints based on a Lyapunov function \(V(f)\) and an explicit stabilizing (Lyapunov-based) controller for the nonlinear process (denoted by \(h(x)\)) to guarantee feasibility of the MPC and closed-loop stability of a nonlinear process operated under the MPC (in the sense that the closed-loop state is driven to a neighborhood of the origin under LMPC for all initial conditions in an explicitly characterizable region of state-space termed the stability region around the steady-state) when the disturbances and MPC sampling period are sufficiently small. Specifically, the LMPC scheme is formulated as the following optimization problem:

\[
\min_{u \in S(\Delta)} \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+2N}} (\|\dot{x}(r)\|_Q^2 + \|u(r)\|_R^2) \, dr \tag{2a}
\]

subject to:

\[
\dot{x}(t) = f(x(t)) + g(x(t))u(t) \tag{2b}
\]

\[x(t_k) = x(t_k) \tag{2c}\]

\[u(t) \in U, \ \forall t \in [t_k, t_{k+2N}] \tag{2d}\]

where \(S(\Delta)\) is the set of piecewise constant functions with period \(\Delta\), and \(N\) is the number of sampling periods in the prediction horizon. The notation \(t_k = k\Delta, k = 0, 1, \ldots\) denotes a sampling time of the LMPC at which the optimization problem of Eq. (2) is solved. The optimal input trajectory of the LMPC optimization problem, computed at \(t_k\), is denoted by \(u(t_k)\), which is calculated over the entire prediction horizon \(t \in [t_k, t_{k+2N}]\). The control action computed for the first sampling period in the prediction horizon (i.e., \(u(t_k)\)) is applied at \(t_k\) for a sampling period, and the LMPC problem is re-solved at the next sampling time. The objective function to be minimized (Eq. (2a)) is the integral of \(\|\dot{x}(r)\|_Q^2 + \|u(r)\|_R^2\) over the prediction horizon, where \(\|\cdot\|_Q\) and \(\|\cdot\|_R\) represent weighted Euclidean norms (weighted by matrices \(Q\) and \(R\), respectively) utilized to penalize the deviations of the process states and manipulated inputs from their corresponding steady-state values in the objective function. The constraint of Eq. (2b) is the deviation form of Eq. (1) that is used to predict the states of the closed-loop system (\(\dot{x}\) represents the predicted process state that the LMPC computes based on this process model). Eq. (2c) defines the initial condition \(x(t_k)\) of the optimization problem which is the state measurement \(x(t_k)\) at time \(t_k\). Eq. (2d) defines the input constraints applied over the entire prediction horizon. The constraint of Eq. (2e) decreases the value of the Lyapunov function \(V(x)\) such that \(x(t)\) moves toward the origin at least at the worst-case rate achieved by the Lyapunov-based controller \(h(x)\), the form of which will be defined below.

The explicit Euler method with an integration time step of \(h = 10^{-3} \text{ s}\) was applied to numerically simulate the dynamic model of Eq. (1) under the LMPC. The nonlinear optimization problem of the LMPC of Eq. (2) was solved using the IPOPT software package (Wächter and Biegler, 2006) with the following parameters: sampling period \(\Delta = 1\) s; prediction horizon \(N = 10\); \(Q = [3, 0.05]\) and \(R = 1\) are chosen such that the term related to the states and the term related to the input are on the same order of magnitude in \(\|\dot{x}(r)\|_Q^2 + \|u(r)\|_R^2\).

The Lyapunov function is designed using the standard quadratic form \(V(x) = x^T P x\), where the positive definite matrix \(P\) is as follows: \([200, 33, 33, 40]\). The stability region \(\Omega_s\) is characterized as a level set of the Lyapunov function: \(\Omega_s := \{x \in R^2 \ | \ V(x) < \rho\}\). For the system of Eq. (1), the stability region \(\Omega_s\) with \(\rho = 8000\) was chosen. This determination was made utilizing closed-loop simulations of the nonlinear process under the above Lyapunov function \(V\) and a Lyapunov-based controller to find a region within which the closed-loop state could be driven toward the origin under the controller \(h(x)\) because the time derivative of the Lyapunov function was negative under this controller along the closed-loop state trajectories. The controller \(h(x)\) was formulated as follows (Lin and Sontag, 1991):

\[
h(x) = \begin{cases} \frac{L_I V + \sqrt{L_I V^2 + L_I V^4}}{L_I V^2} L_I V & \text{if } L_I V \neq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } L_I V = 0 \end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

where \(L_I V\) signifies the Lie derivative of \(V\) along the vector field \(f\), and \(L_I V\) is the Lie derivative of \(V\) along the vector field \(g\).

#### 3.2. Simulation results

A small feed disturbance (i.e., change of feed concentration from 29.35 mol/kg to 35 mol/kg) is initially considered and Fig. 1a and b demonstrate that the closed-loop system under the LMPC is robust to the small disturbance by stabilizing the system state at another steady-state within the stability region.
Fig. 1 – (a) and (b) demonstrate that the LMPC can stabilize the closed-loop state at another steady-state when there is a small disturbance. (c) and (d) demonstrate that the LMPC fails to keep the closed-loop state inside the stability region when there is a large disturbance. In (a,b) and (c,d), the respective disturbances are applied from the beginning of the time of operation. The large drop in $T_r$ in (d) is forced at approximately 200 s when the closed-loop state exits the stability region (c). The point labeled “thermal runaway” in (c) corresponds to $t = 800$ s in (d). It is notable that though the same time interval is utilized between all points plotted in (c), separation is only visible between the data points toward the end of the simulation as thermal runaway is approached because it is at those times that the changes in temperature become rapid between the plotting intervals.

However, when there exists a large disturbance (i.e., the change of feed concentration is from 29.35 mol/kg to 70 mol/kg) due to, for example, failure of the device which distributes the feed, it is shown in Fig. 1c that the state exits the stability region and the manipulated input hits its lower bound to cool down the reactor as much as possible. However, after 800 s of implementation of maximum cooling, the reactor temperature starts to increase significantly. The reason for this increasing value of the temperature is that when the reactor temperature rises, the exothermic reaction rate also increases, causing a further increase in temperature, which is a dangerous phenomenon called thermal runaway. Therefore, it can be concluded that in the presence of large disturbances, the reactor may operate in an unsafe region due to the restriction of the control actuator, which motivates the development of a safety system to maintain reactor safety.

4. Integration of MPC with safety system

In this section, the safety system for the MIC hydrolysis process is first designed using two different safety mechanisms: (a) a safety relief valve; (b) cold water injection. Then, the entire process control/safety system which integrates the safety system with the LMPC is developed to maintain closed-loop safety and stability. Finally, the MIC reaction example is used to demonstrate the application of the proposed control/safety scheme.

4.1. Components of safety system

4.1.1. Safety relief valve

In the MIC hydrolysis example, we will consider the use of a valve in the reactor for which the opening is triggered by logic in the safety system (i.e., not by the process controller logic) to aid in preventing thermal runaway. The purpose of the valve in this example is to reduce the temperature of the reactor by discharging material when the temperature is high in the reactor (because the valve has this purpose and is part of the safety system, the valve in this example will be called a safety relief valve; however, it should be understood that it is not a pressure-actuated type of safety relief valve (Marlin, 2012)). In industry, thermal runaway may occur due to different failures, such as mischarging reactant or failures in the cooling system that affect the coolant temperature or flow rate. Since the above unsafe operating conditions are unpredictable and uncontrollable and thermal runaway can vaporize liquid in a reactor, a suitable and correctly sized relief system is crucially important as a backup method to prevent fatal accidents (Price, 2013). The size of a relief valve is carefully chosen in practice. Specifically, if a relief valve is under-sized, high pressure and equipment failure may occur; if a relief device is over-sized, the relief system may become unstable during the operation and too much material may be wasted (Crowl and Tipler, 2013).

4.1.2. Cold water injection

Direct cold solvent injection can cool down a reaction mixture’s temperature. For example, Vernières-Hassimi and Leveneur (2015) demonstrated in both simulation and experiment that cold water injection could rapidly lower the temperature in a reactor where an exothermic reaction took place. Cool water injection is utilized to prevent thermal runaway in the MIC hydrolysis example.

4.1.3. Safety system for simulation

In our simulation, high temperature is the trigger of the opening of the relief valve. Specifically, the valve opens once the temperature is higher than 320 K. To simplify the development, we assume that all the relief discharge flow is in liquid phase. The relief valve size is $4 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ (selected based on closed-loop simulations indicating that this size allowed the closed-loop state to re-enter the stability region when the
safety system is activated in the simulations performed) and the relief flow is determined by the equation in Hace (2013):

$$G_{\text{relief}} = 0.9 \times 144 \times \frac{dP}{dt} \times \left( \frac{32.2}{778.16} \times \frac{T}{C_p} \right)$$

(4)

where $G_{\text{relief}}$ is the mass of the mixture per area for flow through the relief valve (in kg/m²), $T$ is the temperature of the relief flow (K), $C_p$ is the heat capacity in J/kg K, and the pressure $P$ in the reactor (in Pa) is obtained from the Antoine equation, with parameters of this equation estimated from data in the process simulation software Aspen Plus.

Cool water is injected with a temperature of 280 K if the temperature in the reactor exceeds 320 K, and the mass flow rate of this injected cold water is the same as the mass flow rate of material leaving through the relief valve; thus, the total mass in the reactor remains unchanged when the safety system is activated. Fig. 2 depicts the CSTR under consideration, with the cooling water system that is manipulated using the LMPC depicted, as well as the two elements of the safety system.

4.2. Logic integrating control and safety systems

A methodology for integrating the LMPC with the activation of the safety system is developed to avoid thermal runaway when the LMPC fails to maintain the closed-loop state inside the stability region in the presence of large disturbances. This methodology is based on dividing the state-space into three different regions which correspond to various combinations of control and safety system actions. A schematic of these different regions and an example closed-loop state trajectory are shown in Fig. 3. The different combinations of control and safety system actions in the three regions are as follows:

Region 1 (stability region): When the closed-loop state is inside the stability region, the LMPC is implemented to maintain the closed-loop state in a neighborhood of the origin even if there continuously exist small disturbances. In this region, the safety system is not activated.

Region 2 (unsafe operating region): If large disturbances are introduced to the reactor, the state may come out of the stability region. In order to enhance process operational safety, the manipulated input (i.e., $T_j$) is set to its lower bound, namely the lowest cooling jacket temperature, since the LMPC may not drive the closed-loop state back into the stability region once the state exits the stability region.

Region 3 (thermal runaway region): If large disturbances keep affecting the reactor and the maximum cooling is not able to lower the temperature sufficiently, then the reactor temperature may reach a high value (i.e., the lower boundary of Region 3). The safety system takes action in Region 3. Specifically, the relief valve opens immediately after the state enters Region 3 and stays open until the state goes back to Region 1. Meanwhile, cold water is injected into the reactor, cooling down the reactor. Injection stops once the relief valve is closed (state goes back into Region 1). At the same time, the jacket temperature stays at its lower bound to apply maximum cooling.

Region 1 is the stability region of the closed-loop system under LMPC defined by $\Omega_1 = \{ x \in R^2 | \| x \| < \rho \}$. The Region 2 and Region 3 were separated by a boundary obtained by finding the highest feasible temperature, which is the trigger of the relief valve. This temperature need not to be very high since the temperature increases very fast once it reaches a certain temperature, which is around 320 K, and this is why we took this temperature to be 320 K in the safety system logic.

The implementation of the logic integrating safety and control systems could be done by a supervisory system that specifies the actions of the control and safety system according to the specified logic.

4.3. Simulation results

In Fig. 4, it is demonstrated that in the presence of a large disturbance, the LMPC integrated with the safety system via the above logic succeeds at avoiding thermal runaway and drives the state back to the origin. At the beginning of the simulation, a large disturbance (i.e., the feed concentration is changed from 29.35 mol/kg to 70 mol/kg as in Section 3.2) is introduced into the reactor, resulting in the failure of the LMPC to keep the system state within the stability region. After about 600 s, since the heat generated by the reaction is much more than the heat that the cooling system can remove, the concentration of the reactant increases to such an extent that the temperature starts to increase rapidly and reaches the safety limit of 320 K. Once the temperature exceeds the safety limit, the relief valve opens to discharge hot fluid from the reactor and an additional stream is employed to feed fresh water into the reactor. The liquid relief flow rapidly decreases the total internal energy and the reactant concentration in the reactor. Cool water promptly lowers the reactor temperature and dilutes the reactant, lowering its concentration. The safety system is activated for about 10 s to drive the closed-loop state back into Region 1. Once the closed-loop state goes back to Region 1, the safety system is shut off and the LMPC is utilized instead to stabilize the system state at the origin. Inside Region 1, the LMPC is guaranteed to drive the closed-loop state toward the origin when there are no disturbances and when the sampling period is sufficiently small (Mhaskar et al., 2006; Albalawi et al., 2018). It should be noted that if the large disturbance still exists after the closed-loop system state goes back into Region 1, then the logic of Section 4.2 will again be implemented to avoid thermal runaway as discussed above. Because it is not desirable to have the safety system activated regularly, this indicates that some diagnostics may need to be performed after the safety system is shut off to analyze the
Fig. 3 – A schematic showing, in the $C_A−T$ state-space (with $T$ considered to be on the y-axis and $C_A$ considered to be on the x-axis), the stability region (green), unsafe operating region (orange), and the thermal runaway region (red), together with an example trajectory starting from the origin. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

Fig. 4 – State-space plot and input plot of LMPC integrated with the safety system for the MIC hydrolysis reaction in a CSTR. The drop in the coolant temperature when the state exits the stability region is noticeable until the state re-enters the stability region and the LMPC begins to be used once again to manipulate $T_j$ and drive the process state toward its steady-state value. The time interval is the same between the plotting of each data point in the state-space plot. Therefore, the large differences in the state between plotted points as the system approaches thermal runaway indicate rapid changes in temperature. The large differences in the state between plotted points as the state is driven back toward the stability region after the safety system is activated indicate the effectiveness of the safety system’s actions to rapidly move the state back toward the stability region.

process and determine how to prevent further activations of the safety system.

Remark 1. We note that PI control can be used to regulate the CSTR at the steady-state; however, it is not possible to account for the impact of control actuator constraints directly in the controller design and calculate stability regions in an explicit manner, and thus, determine a safety logic to integrate the control and safety systems as is done in the case of MPC.

Remark 2. Several points should be made regarding the MIC hydrolysis example. First, it should be noted that no attempt was made to analyze all possible combinations of control and safety system actions, encompassing all initial conditions or all possible disturbances, to ensure that the policy developed would drive the closed-loop state back to the stability region under any conditions. Rather, the example was meant to demonstrate that through careful coordination of the control and safety systems, which here was undertaken for the conditions simulated, it is possible to enhance operational safety beyond what might be achieved utilizing the control system alone. Another goal of the example was to demonstrate that the integration of the control and safety systems may aid in keeping the process on-line for economic reasons, despite the safety issues, by allowing the safety system actions to be designed such that they drive the closed-loop state back into the stability region where the controller can be utilized to regulate the process state to the steady-state. In an industrial setting, a more in-depth analysis of all potential hazardous situations should be undertaken to ensure that the control and safety system combination handles all of these and achieves the desired behavior in each case (e.g., that there are no cases where the control and safety system actions may cool the reactor but not drive the closed-loop state back into the stability region, so that the cooling does not stop under the pre-determined interaction policy for the control and safety systems). In addition, consideration would need to be given to what should happen if the safety systems are triggered, even if the closed-loop state does re-enter the stability region (for example, does any type of shut-down or correction procedure need to follow). Additionally, it should be noted that the concept of coordinating an MPC and the safety systems is not limited to LMPC. LMPC has the nice property for such coordination that an explicitly characterizable (a priori) region exists from which the closed-loop state can be guaranteed to be maintained in the presence of sufficiently small disturbances and a sufficiently small sampling period. This aids in the development of Region 1 in this example. However, in general, any MPC design could be utilized in conjunction with a safety system with sufficient care taken to identify all potential combinations of safety and control system actions required. Third, care must be taken in disposing of any chemicals that exit
through the relief valves to ensure that toxic species do not enter the environment; however, detailed consideration of this point is outside the scope of this work.

5. Integration of safety and control systems: flash drum case study

In the next several sections, we develop a second case study in which we focus on a high-pressure flash drum used to separate a typical mixture in the chemical industry. The liquid level and the temperature in the flash drum can be regulated by two PI controllers, and this control system is integrated with a pressure relief valve. In this study, we demonstrate that in a scenario in which the valve regulating the outlet vapor stream from the drum experiences a fault that leads to a significant pressure rise inside the flash drum, modifying the tuning parameters of one of the other PI controllers when the safety system is activated leads to improved closed-loop performance compared to the case in which the tuning parameters of that PI controller remain the same regardless of the state of the safety system. Specifically, the next section describes the flash drum process under consideration, and Section 7 describes the tuning/re-tuning method utilized for the PI controller for which the tuning changes when the safety system is activated and demonstrates the benefits of this controller updating through closed-loop simulations.

6. Flash drum process description and relief valve design

A flash process (Marlin, 1995), as shown in Fig. 5, is used to separate a mixture of methane (10%), ethane (20%), propane (30%), butane (35%) and pentane (5%) to a separation level that makes the bottom and top flash outlet streams suitable feeds for downstream distillation towers. Specifically, a liquid feed stream of flow rate $F$, mole fraction $x_i$ of component $i$, temperature $T_i$ and pressure $P_i$ is initially heated by a heat exchanger with heating duty $Q$ to a temperature $T_{in}$ and corresponding pressure $P_{in}$. This heated stream passes through a throttling valve and is then separated adiabatically in the flash drum into a liquid stream of flow rate $L$ with composition $x_L$ and a vapor stream of flow rate $V$ with composition $y$. Both the liquid and vapor streams exiting the flash drum have temperature $T$ and pressure $P$. The five components are separated due to different vapor pressures. The feed temperature $T_f$ is 40°C, the feed pressure $P_f$ is 45 bar, the drum height is 4 ft and the drum diameter is 1 ft. The mole fractions of ethane, i-butane, methane, n-butane, n-pentane, and propane in the feed stream (i.e., the $x_i$) are 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.2, 0.05, and 0.3, respectively.

To model a flash drum process, we need to apply component molar balances, an energy balance, and phase equilibrium relationships to the processes to end up with a nonlinear dynamic system (i.e., systems of first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations) with the following state variables: drum pressure $P$, drum temperature $T$, number of moles $N_i$ of component $i$ in the drum, mole fractions $y_i$ and $x_i$ of component $i$ in the vapor and liquid phases, and the total number of moles $N^L$ and $N^V$ in the vapor phase and liquid phase, respectively. This model was developed within the Aspen Plus Dynamics software environment and was used to dynamically simulate the flash drum. In Aspen Plus Dynamics, the process model follows the schematic shown in Fig. 5.

The detailed model equations are omitted for brevity but the model is readily available from the authors.

The flash drum example, which is a process modeled by a large number of nonlinear ordinary differential equations, demonstrates that the proposed approach can be applied to larger systems and is not limited only to those with very few states.

Two control loops are shown in Fig. 5 which are regulated by PI controllers. Specifically, PI controllers are utilized as the level controller (LC) that adjusts the liquid effluent valve to maintain the liquid level in the drum at a desired value, and as the temperature controller (TC) that adjusts the feed temperature to maintain the drum temperature $T$ at a desired set-point value using the heating duty $Q$ as the manipulated input. Since the drum temperature and the drum pressure are related through thermodynamics, controlling the drum temperature indirectly allows manipulation of the drum pressure $P$.

Under normal operation, during which process equipment such as pressure sensors and valves operate properly, the two controllers can maintain the level and temperature (and indirectly the pressure) near the desired values (Marlin, 1995). However, a variety of fault conditions may cause an unsafe situation to occur in which an extremely high pressure may be reached in the drum (potential causes of such unsafe conditions may be faults in the top vapor effluent valve and the bottom liquid effluent valve that cause them to close). Therefore, a pressure relief valve is designed to prevent a potentially dangerous high-pressure situation by allowing pressure relief in the flash drum even if faults occur in the vapor and liquid effluent valves.

The pressure relief valve considered in this example is a safety device designed to protect a pressurized vessel during an overpressure event and is pressure-actuated by physical means (in contrast to the type of valve termed a “safety valve” in the MIC hydrolysis example, which was actuated through electrical signals based on temperature). The pressure relief valve for the flash drum in this example was designed using Aspen Plus. Since a potentially dangerous failure situation occurs when the vapor effluent valve fails, we determine the pressure relief valve parameters based on the case in which the vapor valve is totally closed. The required mass flow rate through the relief valve to quickly lower the drum pressure in such an event is calculated as the minimum mass flow rate required to keep the pressure in the drum below the maximum pressure which it can sustain; this mass flow rate is 523 kg/h as calculated by Aspen Plus. Considering relieving conditions, fluid properties and operating conditions, a standardized orifice size of 8.303 cm$^2$ is used to meet the required relief flow rate.

Since the flash drum operating pressure is 10 bar and the highest allowable drum pressure is considered to be 12 bar, the opening (set) pressure of the pressure relief valve is chosen as 10.5 bar. The resetting pressure (at which the pressure relief valve closes) is set at 9 bar so that the relief valve will not close once it opens until the process equipment failure that caused the high-pressure situation is fixed. The discharge flow is considered to be only vapor. The flash calculation is based on constant enthalpy. The relief flow is considered to be a compressible fluid and the discharge coefficient is 0.96.

Remark 3. The open-loop steady state of the flash drum process is an asymptotically stable one and the same is true for the closed-loop system steady-states under different relief
7. **Feedback controller design**

7.1. **Control objective and device failure**

The flash drum is initially operated at the desired operating steady-state. After the drum operates at this steady-state for 0.002 h, the vapor effluent valve closes from 50% open to 0% open (i.e., it becomes fully closed) as the result of a fault. As a result of this failure, the pressure in the drum rises rapidly, reaching the opening pressure of the pressure relief valve. The pressure relief valve then opens to discharge high-pressure vapor. Both the drum temperature and drum pressure then drop. Since the pressure relief valve changes the system dynamics and PI controllers are tuned with respect to the process dynamics, more effective control of the flash drum process may be obtained during the time that the safety relief system is activated by changing the tuning of a PI controller when the pressure relief valve is open than by leaving the tuning unchanged. In the rest of this section, we explore this by developing two sets of PI control parameters for the temperature controller for the flash drum process: one which is utilized when the pressure relief valve is closed, and one which is utilized when it is open. The control objective is to maintain the drum temperature at the set-point in the presence of the failure of the vapor effluent valve, and to operate the flash drum safely before, during and after the pressure relief valve is opened (where safe operation for this example corresponds to the drum pressure remaining less than the flash drum maximum operating pressure of 12 bar at all times). To allow the impact of re-tuning a controller to account for safety system activation to be clearly analyzed, the tuning of the level controller ($K_L = 30$ and $r_f = 3600 s$) is not adjusted when the tuning for the temperature controller is adjusted (i.e., the tuning for the level controller remains at the same value throughout the time of operation).

7.2. **PI controller tuning**

To develop the two sets of PI tuning parameters for the temperature controller for the cases that the relief valve is closed and when it is open, we first develop empirical linear models between the drum temperature and feed heating duty for both cases to determine the PI controller tuning parameters. Using the transient response of the drum temperature subject to a step change in the feed heating duty from its initial steady-state value, a first-order transfer function model is determined to describe the process dynamics. Specifically, data on the drum temperature $T$ and feed heat duty $Q$ is collected from open-loop simulations in Aspen Plus Dynamics software for a variety of step changes in $Q$. Then, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method is applied in MATLAB to this data to identify the parameters in the following single-input–single-output model:

$$\dot{y}(s) = \frac{b}{s + a} u(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $y$ is the drum temperature (in deviation form from its steady-state value) in $C$ and $u$ is the heat duty (in deviation form from its steady-state value) in kW. The differences
among the transfer functions obtained from the different step changes in \( Q \) are negligible. The model parameter values \( a \) and \( b \) for both cases are given in Table 2.

It needs to be mentioned that the system model identified when the relief valve is open is specific to the fault that occurred since this specific fault also impacts the dynamics of the flash drum. This means that the PI tuning parameters for the case with the fault and relief valve open are also specific to the fault that occurred because it is based on the model identified for that specific scenario. In our example, the system model with the relief valve open is identified when there is a device failure corresponding to the vapor effluent valve closed from 50% to 0% open. Attempts to integrate the safety and PI control systems for an industrial system would need to account for the variety of fault scenarios to develop a set of PI controller tunings effective for the different possible scenarios.

Based on the above two linear system models, a PI controller is designed using the following standard form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon(t_k) &= T_{\text{set}} - T(t_k) \\
\Delta u_P(t_k) &= K_c \left( \epsilon(t_k) + \frac{1}{\tau_1} \int_0^{t_k} \epsilon(r) \, dr \right) \\
Q(t_k + \Delta t) &= Q(t = 0) + \Delta u_P(t_k) \\
0 \leq Q(t_k + \Delta t) &\leq Q_{\text{max}}
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

where \( t_k \) and \( \Delta t \) are current time and sample time interval. The error \( \epsilon(t_k) \) between the temperature set-point \( T_{\text{set}} = 25^\circ \text{C} \) and temperature measurement \( T(t_k) \) at time \( t_k \) is calculated every sample interval. \( Q(t = 0) = 87.2625 \text{ kW} \) is the heat duty at the initial steady-state and \( Q(t_k + \Delta t) \) is the heat duty for the next sample interval. 0 and \( Q_{\text{max}} = 160 \text{ kW} \) represent the lower and upper bounds on the heat duty, respectively. \( u_P(t_k) \) represents the control action computed by the temperature controller at time \( t_k \). The controller gain \( K_c \) and the controller integral time \( \tau_1 \) used in Eq. (6) for the case that the relief valve is closed and the vapor effluent valve can open, and for the case that the relief valve is open and the vapor effluent valve

Table 2 – Parameter values of the linear empirical model of Eq. (5) when the relief valve is closed and before any fault occurs in the pressure control loop to cause the vapor effluent valve to close (denoted by “no fault or relief valve” in the table) and after the vapor effluent valve closes and the relief valve is opened (denoted by “with fault and relief valve” in the table).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No fault or relief valve</th>
<th>With fault and relief valve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( b = 0.0202 )</td>
<td>( b = 0.0206 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a = 0.105 )</td>
<td>( a = 0.113 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 – Parameter values PI controller for the flash drum inlet temperature when the relief valve is closed and before any fault occurs in the pressure control loop to cause the vapor effluent valve to close (denoted by “no fault or relief valve” in the table) and after the vapor effluent valve closes and the relief valve is opened (denoted by “with fault and relief valve” in the table).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No fault or relief valve</th>
<th>With fault and relief valve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K_c = 4 )</td>
<td>( K_c = 6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_I = 14 \text{s} )</td>
<td>( \tau_I = 10 \text{s} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is closed, are shown in Table 3. These were developed using the two different models of Eq. (5).

7.3. Simulation results

The flash drum process including the temperature controller with a tuning that is updated when the safety system activates is dynamically simulated in Aspen Plus Dynamics. Fig. 6 shows that after the vapor effluent valve is closed at \( t = 0.002 \text{ h} \), the drum temperature increases rapidly. The temperature controller reduces the heat duty such that the temperature difference between the current drum temperature and the set-point value will be decreased. However, it is observed in Fig. 7 that the dynamics of the temperature controller do not allow it to reduce the pressure in the drum rapidly enough to prevent the relief valve from opening, and the pressure relief valve opens when the drum pressure reaches its set pressure of 10.5 bar. As discussed above, different PI controller tuning parameters are utilized for the temperature controller before the vapor effluent valve closes and then after the opening of the relief valve. After the relief valve opens, the drum temperature and pressure decrease due to not only the pressure relief valve, but also the decreasing heating duty computed by the temperature controller. Eventually, after the pressure relief valve has been open for some time, the heating duty stabilizes to maintain the drum temperature at its normal operating temperature, which is the set-point temperature value used in the PI controller for the heating duty.

Around time \( t = 0.015 \text{ h} \), we assume that the fault resulting in closure of the vapor effluent valve is resolved and the vapor effluent valve returns to 50% opening. Due to the abrupt opening of the vapor valve, the drum pressure suddenly drops and reaches its resetting pressure of 9 bar. The pressure relief
Fig. 8 – Temperature in the flash drum, with a varying tuning of the temperature controller (“changing parameters”) to account for the activation of the safety system and with no change in the tuning of the temperature controller (“fixed parameters”) when the safety system is activated.

Fig. 9 – Drum temperature and heating duty for the flash drum process with a varying tuning of the temperature controller to account for the activation of the safety system when the resetting pressure of the relief valve is set at 9.2 bar.

Fig. 10 – Drum pressure for the flash drum process with a varying tuning of the temperature controller to account for the activation of the safety system when the resetting pressure of the relief valve is set at 9.2 bar.

so that the control and safety systems cannot be effectively coordinated). Furthermore, it indicates that closed-loop simulations may aid in determining an effective resetting pressure, since in general the pressure in a vessel may vary according to a nonlinear, coupled process dynamic model (where these dynamics change upon the activation of the safety system) under potentially different disturbances over time which are unknown a priori. It may also be helpful, when possible, to allow for manual relief valve opening and closure in the design of the valve to aid in handling issues with resetting pressure that could not be handled during the initial selection of the resetting pressure.

8. Conclusion

This work considered two case studies to analyze the interaction between control and safety systems. In the first case study, an LMPC system integrated with the activation of a safety system was developed for the MIC reaction in a CSTR to avoid thermal runaway. We first demonstrated that the closed-loop system state under the LMPC was maintained within the stability region in the presence of small disturbances. In the presence of large disturbances, it was demonstrated that an LMPC integrated with a safety system could maintain process safety in the sense of avoiding thermal runaway and driving the process state back into the stability region even after it exited it. In the second case study, we focused on a flash drum under PI control integrated with a pressure relief valve. In this study, we demonstrated that modifying the parameters of a PI controller based on the safety system being on or off can lead to improved closed-loop performance compared to the
case in which the parameters of the PI controller remain fixed regardless of the actions of the safety system.
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